
GLORIA SIDE 1
We are at CELINA’S Debut.
START
RAMON immediately storms over to GLORIA after finding out her 18 year old daughter got nose
surgery.

RAMON
Gloria! How dare you allow Celina to go under the knife?! Are you crazy? You can do whatever
you want to yourself, but to Celina?

GLORIA
(through her teeth) Ramon, calm down we’re in public

RAMON
You told me you were taking Celina to Manila for a month…oh my god.

GLORIA
I did, and Celina wanted a competitive edge..(to the PUBLIC)

RAMON
Celina? or you?

GLORIA
(to party guests) Nothing to see here! Classic divorce drama! Nice to see you too Ramon!
(to RAMON under her breath) Your daughter wants to be a star so I’m doing whatever it takes.
You don’t know this because you decided to leave us.
END HERE
—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GLORIA SIDE 2
We are backstage of the STAR ON THE RISE CANADA REALITY SINGING CONTEST and the
results for Round 1 were just announced. CELINA is putting on a tight corset over a revealing
pop star leotard.

START HERE
GLORIA enters

CELINA
Mom, what are you doing back here?

GLORIA



Saving your butt! Last place Celina? I didn’t come here to watch you fail! I didn’t see it
at first, but the ladies love David ...You are about to perform your duet with that Choir boy, so I
need you to flirt with him so that the crowd will favor you over that Honey Cruller !

GLORIA is tightening CELINA’S corset

CELINA
Honey Garlic Chicken Wing does not have a chance..

GLORIA
Suck in!! You lost the first round.. Face Reality.

GLORIA pulls tighter

and speaking of face, use it, and charm that Davie boy into creating a power couple with
you to garner more votes

And tighter (CELINA reacts)

to knock Honey Dijon out of the competition and back to

And tighter (CELINA reacts)

Tondo Manila, where she belongs! Understood?

And tighter (CELINA reacts)

CELINA
(suffocated)..Crystal..ow

GLORIA
Now lazer focus on your prey.

DAVID enters
GLORIA
Showtime.

END HERE


